
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of product manager
data. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to
apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for product manager data

Derive recommendations from analysis that impact the entire organization
and provide significant business value
Operate in an Agile software development environment as the product
owner to deliver features and prioritize the backlog
Partner with other technology team(s) to build appropriate data tools for
extract, transform, and data ingestion
Partner with the data engineering teams to influence the direction of the data
and analytics platform
Own important metrics, reports, analyses, dashboards, to drive key business
decisions across the entire company
Direct responsibility for all Product Data Techs at the Toronto site
Create and execute plans based on understanding of business stakeholder
strategy/goals
Work cross-functionally with various business units to achieve goals and
improve efficiencies
Utilize master data expertise to effectively and efficiently manage projects
Communicate with stakeholders at multiple levels on updates, adds,
transition and changes to the system and processes

Qualifications for product manager data

Graduate and/or Practical experience with statistical methods, structured
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Determine the feasibility of the concept for development and investigate new
data centre concepts
Contribute to vetting the suitability of vendors and partners/alliances and
suppliers as components of the product value chain
Ensure the relevant internal stakeholders are educated on new or enhanced
product offering to enable sales optimization and client satisfaction
Work with Sales and Product Marketing colleagues to assist with analysing
current market trends that ensures the company delivers product that are
relevant to clients and the market


